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A BSTRACT
Numerous techniques have been developed for visualising hierarchically structured information. This demo presents a new framework for the visualisation of hierarchies called the Hierarchical
Visualisation System (HVS). HVS is a general framework implemented in Java. It provides a synchronised, multiple view environment for visualising, exploring, and managing large hierarchies.
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I NTRODUCTION

Information is often organised into hierarchies of one kind or another. Various techniques have been developed to improve access
to hierarchically structured information, from the humble tree view
(such as the Macintosh File Finder or Windows Explorer) to realistic 3d botanical renderings of trees.
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T HE H IERARCHICAL V ISUALISATION S YSTEM (HVS)

The Hierarchical Visualisation System (HVS) is a general framework implemented in Java, which provides a synchronised, multiple view environment for visualising, exploring, and managing
large hierarchies. Figure 1 shows an application of HVS, with five
synchronised views (browsers) of a hierarchy. A more typical application might utilise two or three synchronised views.
The multiple view environment in HVS is based on the modelview-controller (MVC) design pattern [5]. HVS currently reads hierarchies either from the file system or from TreeML files. The
controller manages synchronisation of the various views and provides centralised sorting, searching, and filtering functionality to
all of its browsers.
When reading from the file system, HVS attempts to collect or
extract as much metadata about objects in the hierarchy as possible.
The metadata are extracted in a background thread and are cached
in an XML format between HVS sessions. The various metadata
fields are then available to all of the browsers within HVS.
Since HVS provides much of the necessary infrastucture, developing a new hierarchy visualisation is much less work than starting
from scratch. In addition to being a tool to explore and manage
hierarchies, HVS will also serve as a platform for the empirical
evaluation and comparison of different hierarchy browsers.
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Figure 1: The Hierarchical Visualisation System (HVS) provides
multiple, synchronised views of a hierarchy. Top left is a classic Windows Explorer style tree view. Top middle is an implementation of a
hyperbolic browser. Top right is the information pyramids browser.
Bottom left is a classic Walker tree layout. Bottom right is a treemap
browser. The hierarchy shown here is a tree of notes and documents
concerning various travel destinations.
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H IERARCHY V ISUALISATIONS

Nine different hierarchical visualisation techniques are currently
implemented within HVS:
• Tree View. The classical Windows-Explorer style tree browser
based on the Java JTree class, where directories can be expanded and collapsed.
• Walker Tree Browser. The root of the tree is drawn at the top,
its children are placed in a row beneath it, and so forth [3].
• Information Pyramids. Directories and subdirectories are
placed recursively on plateaus [1].
• Treemaps. Recursive subdivision of rectangles according to
the size of their children. Both squarified and slice and dice
treemaps are implemented [7, 12]
• Hyperbolic Browser. The tree is laid out in hyperbolic space
and then mapped to the unit disc for display [10].
• Magic Eye View. A classic Walker layout is projected onto
the surface of a hemisphere for display [9], as can be seen in
Figure 2.
• InfoLens. A pear-shaped magnifying lens is fixed in the centre
right of the display and a Walker tree layout can be dragged
over it to magnify a certain area of interest.
• Sunburst. A pace-filling radial layout, where subtrees are expanded like opening a fan.

chaining together components. Hierarchy browsers implemented
include radial, treemap, hyperbolic, and degree-of-interest trees.
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C ONCLUDING R EMARKS

This demo presented the Hierarchical Visualisation System (HVS),
a framework for the visualisation of hierarchical structures. HVS
is intended to serve as a reference collection for hierarchical visualisation techniques, as a testbed for new hierarchical visualisation
techniques, and as an environment for running comparative studies
of hierarchy browsers.
In the future, it is planned to implement further hierarchy
browsers, including dendograms, information slices, a radial nodelink layout, a botanic visualisation [8], and a recursive voronoi
browser.
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